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ABSTRACT 
This paper continues the investigation of a class of modules 8,) r > 2, constructed 
from submodules of the module of rational functions K(X), over the polynomial ring 
K [Xl, given by a height function h; sequences of linear functionals L = (I,, . , I,) on 
K(X); and a sequence of positive integers (ma,. , m,). The emphasis is on when 
l~card{~~K~{oo}:h(~)#O}<w.ToeachsubsetL’of{Z,,...,Z,}isattacheda 
field extension K,_, of the prime subfield of K. Let M,, and M,,z be modules 
constructed from the sequences of linear functionals L, and La. If MI,, is isomorphic 
to MI_, then K,,, and KL, are contained in finitely generated field extensions of each 
other. Let z, = L \ Z,, i = 2,. , r. If M,, is not purely simple, then for some i in 
(2,. , T }, K, is contained in a finitely generated extension of Kz, These results are 
then used to obtain the following theorems: assuming that 1 < supp h < co, then there 
are exactly N, isomorphism classes of completely decomposable modules in g?;; there 
are at least c isomorphism classes of (i) indecomposable but not purely simple 
modules in gr, (ii) purely simple modules in &r (c = the cardinality of the continuum). 
INTRODUCTION 
The setup of this paper is similar to that of [9], to which we refer for 
motivation and any unexplained notation, Terms like torsion-free, purely 
simple, torsion-closed are defined in the Introduction of [9], while torsion- 
closure, basis with respect to generation, and rank are defined at the 
beginning of Section 2 of [9]. We recall that a Kronecker module M is a pair 
of vector spaces (M,, M,) over an algebraically closed field K together with a 
K-bilinear map from K2 x M, to M,. This gives an action of K2 on M, 
which will be specified on a fixed basis (a, b) of K2 and a basis of M,. If 
e E K 2 and v E M,, then ev in M, denotes the result of this action. 
Let h: K u{co} ---) N U (0, co} be a function, i.e. a height function, 
where N is the set of natural numbers. It gives rise to a Kronecker module 
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F = (F,, F,) with the basis of F, given by 
B,= {(X-6)-‘:BEK, h(B)#O,l<j$h(B)} 
U{Xj:O<j4(oo)). (1) 
A basis of F, is B,l U { Xhcm’}. 
For v in F,, let 
av = 0, 
bv = Xv. (2) 
Let supp( h ) = J, where 
l={&Ku{oo}:h(8)#0}. (3) 
If m = CB E ,h( fl)+ 1 is an integer, the module F is said to be of type III”‘. Of 
main interest in this paper are modules M that occur in the exact sequence 
O-+N+M+F-+O, (4 
where N is of type III “‘2 @ . . . $ III”r, F is an infinite-dimensional module 
given by a height function h with supp(h) = J, and 
l<cardJ<co. (5) 
Since F is infinite-dimensional and J is finite, it follows from (1) that 
h(B) = co for some 8 in J. Therefore, by (l), (2) and (3) of [9], the 
isomorphism type of F is not affected if we throw out of J any 8 with 
h(B) < co. So, in addition to (5), we shall assume that 
h(fI)=ca for all 19 E J (6) 
Since J is finite and K is algebraically closed, card J < card K. Therefore, by 
[8, Lemma 1.71 proved in [5], M h as a torsionclosed submodule N’ of type 
(T - 1)III’. By Corollary 1.2, M/N’ is isomorphic to F. So their height 
functions are equivalent. Hence after replacing N by N’ and F by M/N’, it 
is stiU valid to assume that (5) and (6) are satisfied. By [9, Theorem A] and the 
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above discussion, M in (4) has the form 
M,=O@F,, 
b(O,f) = i zj(f)wj' ‘f ) l j=2 i (7) 
where la,. . . , I, are linear functionals on F,. We shall say that M is con- 
structed from L = {Z,, . . . , 2, }. To emphasize that (5) is also satisfied, we shall 
also refer to such modules as modules in 8,. with finite support. 
In [9] lots of isomorphism classes of indecomposable modules in &r were 
obtained from the hypothesis that J was infinite. A similar role is played here 
by the hypotheses that J has at least two elements and (6). For i E (2,. . . , r } 
and 8 in .I let 
K,,* be the subfield of K obtained by adjoining to the prime 
subfieldof K theelementsin {Zi(X-~)-k:k=O,l,...}, (8) 
Ki,, be the subfield of K obtained by adjoining to the prime 
subfield of K the elements in Uj,,8{Zj(X - d)-k: k = 
0,1,2 ,... }, where Ii= {2,3 ,..., r}\(i), (9) 
K,<, be the subfield of K obtained by adjoining U7=a{ Zj( X 
-8)Pk:k=0,1,2,...} totheprimesubfieldof K. (10) 
If M, is isomorphic to M,, then for all 8 in J and all i in {2,3,. . . , r }, KI,, is 
contained in a finitely generated field extension of K,, (Proposition 2.1). If 
M, is not purely simple, then for some ~9 in J and some i in {2,3,. . . , r }, K,,, 
is contained in a finitely generated field extension of Ki (Theorem 2.6). 
These results, together with the construction of purely simgle modules in [8, 
Theorem 2.11, are used to prove the following: There are at least 2’0 
isomorphism classes of (i) indecomposable but not purely simple modules 
with finite support in gr,; (ii) purely simple modules with finite support in 8,. 
On the other hand, for a fixed finite subset J c K U { 00 }, there are exactly Ho 
isomorphism classes of completely decomposable modules with support J in 
8, (Theorem 1.6). 
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1. COMPLETELY DECOMPOSABLE MODULES WITH 
FINITE SUPPORT 
We begin with a proposition which has been already used in the Introduc- 
tion; see the sentence preceding (7). 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let M be an extension of a module N of type 
III%@ . . . CB III *r by a rank-one infinitedimensional torsion-free module F 
given by a height function h. Suppose N’ is a torsion-closed finitedimen- 
sional submodule of M of rank r - 1. Let k be a height function that gives 
M/N’. Then 
k(B) = h(B) for all but finitely many 8 in K U { co } ; (11) 
k(tI)=co ifandonlyif h(fI)=co. (12) 
Proof. We may take the bases of F,, F, to be those given in (1). By (8) 
of [9] we may also take M = (M,, M,) to be of the form 
M, = N,@ F,, 
As vector spaces, M, = F; i N;, M, = FL i- Ni, where F’ = (F;, Fi) is isomor- 
phic to M/N’. 
Let S= {~~KU{co}:8isnotapoleofanyfunctionin NLuN;}.Since 
N’ is finite-dimensional, the complement of S in K U {co} is finite. The poles 
of functions in M, or M, that are in S must be accounted for by functions in 
F; u FL. If 8 E S and h(B) = 00, then M, u M, has functions of arbitrarily 
large order at 8. Since N’ is finitedimensional, there is a uniform bound on 
the orders of the poles of functions in N; U Nl. So F; U F,’ has functions with 
poles of arbitrarily large order at 8 E S if h(e) = CO; hence k( t9) = 03. 
Similarly, if 0 E S then k(8) >, h(B). Reversing the roles of N and N’ in the 
above argument gives (11) and (12). n 
COROLLARY 1.2. If, in addition to the hypothesis of Proposition 1.1, 
h(e)=oo forsome8inKu{co}, thenM/NisisomorphictoF. 
Proof. Since equivalent height functions give isomorphic modules, the 
corollary follows from the proposition and conditions (1) (2), and (3) in [9] for 
the equivalence of height functions. n 
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The proof of the following proposition relies partly on that of [9, Lemma 
1.51. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. The decomposition of any completely decomposable 
module M in &r is unique up to order and isomorphism. 
Proof. Let 
M=V,/ ... iv, 
=qi ... iv,, 
where rankVi = rank Uj = 1, i = 1,. . . , r, j = 1,. . . , s. So r = s. Each Vi is 
givenbyahei~tfunctionh,.Ifh,(B)<ooforalleinKU{oo},i=l,...,r, 
then End(V)= K for i = l,..., r, by [3, Corollary 3.71. So the uniqueness of 
decomposition follows from [l, Theorem 12.61. 
So we may assume that for some i, hi(O) = 00 for some 0. Let V, be the 
sum of the Vi’s with hi(e) = CC for a fixed 8 in K U { 00); V, is defined 
similarly. As in the proof of [9, Lemma 1.51, we get that V, = U,. By 
rearranging we may assume that 
v, = v, i . . . iv,,, 
u, = u, i . . . i U,#, 
1 < r’ < r, 1 6 s’ Q s. Since h(8) = 00, it follows from [3, Corollary 3.51 that 
(b - &)V,, = V,,. Since V, is torsion-free, it follows from [2, p. 2811 that V, 
may be considered as a K [ Xl-module. Therefore, the uniqueness of the 
decomposition of V, follows from [4, Proposition 86.11, whose proof goes 
through for K[ Xl-modules. So, after a suitable rearrangement, Uj E V,, i = 
1 >.**> r’, r’ = s’. The argument is now completed by induction on s. n 
While Proposition 1.3, which generalizes [9, Lemma 1.51, seems to have a 
shorter proof, it should be noted that the proof of the latter is self-contained. 
At this point we introduce the height of an element, because that will 
simplify several proofs. 
Let M = (M,, M,) be a module. Let w E M,, 8 E K. If (b - Ba)v = w 
has no solution v in M,, then the height of w in Mat 8, denoted by h:(B) or 
h,,(8) if M is clear from the context, is 0. If it has a solution, consider the 
positive integers k for which a chain ((v,, va,. . . , v,), (w,, wz,. . . , w~+~)) 
existswith(b-&z)v,=w,=w, avi=wi+l=(b-6a)vi+l, i=l,...,k-1; 
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avk = wk+ 1. Take h:(0) to be the supremum of these k ‘s. To get hz(cc), 
replace every occurrence of b - Ba and a in the above definition by a and b 
respectively. 
If (cp, #) is a homomorphism from M to G = (G,, G,), then for all 8 in 
KU(m), 
03) 
Let M be a rank-one torsion-free module, and let wi, ws be two nonzero 
elements of M,. Then 
h,,, is equivalent to h,,%, 04) 
i.e., they satisfy (1) (2), and (3) of [9]. 
LEMMA 1.4. Let 1 be a fixed finite subset of K U { oa }. Then the number 
of isomorphism classes of completely decomposable modules in gr with 
support J is at most H 0. 
Proof. Let M = V, i . . . i V,, i . . . i V, where V; is infinitedimen- 
sional for i=l,..., r and finite-dimensional for r’ < i < r. Since the set of 
isomorphism classes {III”‘: m = 1,2,. . . } of finitedimensional, indecompos- 
able, torsion-free modules is countable, there are only countably many possi- 
bilities for Vi, r’< i < r. 
We have the exact sequence 
N and F as in (7). Let 1~ i < r’. For such i, V is infinite-dimensional. SO we 
may choose w E %a, w @ N,. By (13) 
hX@ G h;(,,,(Q t9EKU{cQ}. (15) 
Since q(w) # 0, it follows from (6) and (14) that h;,,,,(8) = 0 except on a 
finite subset of K U {co}. The same statement holds for h:,(B), by (15). Since 
V; is infinite-dimensional, Hz( 8) = co for some 8 in K u { cc }. By (15) (14) 
and (6) 8 E J. As J is finite, this implies that there can be at most H, 
isomorphism classes of Vi’s, 1~ i < r’. Since r is finite, the proof of the 
lemma is complete. H 
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PROPOSITION 1.5. Let J be a finite subset of K u {m} that has at least 
two elements. Let m be a positive integer. Then there exists a completely 
decomposable module M in gr with support J. Moreover, M = V, i . . . i V,, 
where V, is of type III”‘+ while Vi is either of type III’ or infanitedimen- 
sionul for 2 < i < r. 
Proof. Let h be a height function with support J such that h(6) = 00 for 
all 8 E J. Let F = (F,, F,) be the rank-one module given by h as described in 
(1). We shall define the linear functionals I,, . . . ,I, on F,, needed to construct 
M, on the basis B,, of F, given in (1). Since card J >, 2, we may choose 8, E J, 
8, # 00. Suppose r 2 3. Set 1,(X - 611)-1 = 1,(X - Ol)P”‘P1 =1,(X - el)y-l 
= 1. For i = 2,. . . , r set li = 0 on all other elements of B,,. Using these linear 
functionals, we define M as in (7). We claim that it has the required property. 
Abasisfor Vi, is {(X-e,))‘,..., (X-8,))“‘},abasisforV,, is{l+w,,(X 
- tYr))i,. . .) (X - 0,)-“*}. The two bases show that /Py+102(e,) = m and 
V, = (VII, V,,) is of type IIIm+ ‘. Bases for Var, V,, are respectively B,, = {(X 
- e,)-j:j=m+l,m+2,...), {(X-81)-“~+~z+~3}~BZI. They show 
that 
and V, = (Vsi, V,,) is infinite-dimensional. Bases for Vsr, V,, are B,, = {(X - 
e)-j:ewqe,j, j=1,2 ,... ], Bsru{l]. For j=4 ,..., T, y,=(o,Kwj), 
which is of type III’. We now see that M = V, i V, i . . . + V,. Suppose 
r = 2. We shall drop the subscripts in 1, and wa. Suppose that cc E J, set 
l( Xk) = 0, k=O,l,..., m-l, 
1(x”*) = 1, 
i(x"l+j)=o, ,... . j = 1,2 
So h$+,(oo) = 00; hy(m)=m. With Vi, spanned by {l,X,...,Xn’}, V,, 
spanned by { 1, X,. . . , X”‘, Xn’+’ + w}, we get that Vi = (Vrr, Vi,) is of type 
III nl+l. For 8 E J \ {co}, the function, X”‘+‘(X - e)-’ has a pole at 8 of 
order 1. We can therefore choose 1(X - 8)- ’ in such a way that 1 [X”‘+ ‘(X - 
8)-i] = 0. We can inductively define 1(X - 0)-j in such a way that 
l[X “‘+‘(X-0)-j]=O.Thatensuresthat h~,.tl(B)=coforeEJ.So M=V, 
i V,, where V, = tc,(O, X”‘+r). A similar proof works when cc P J. Since V, 
is of type III “I+ ‘, this completes the proof of the proposition. n 
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THEOREM 1.6. Let I be a finite subset of K U (00) that has at least two 
elements. Then there are exactly H, knrwrphism classes of completely 
decomposable modules in ~9~ with support I. 
Proof. The modules from Proposition 1.5 give Cc, isomorphism classes by 
Proposition 1.3. By Lemma 1.4 there cannot be more than H, isomorphism 
classes. W 
REMARK 1.7. The finiteness of 1 is necessary in Theorem 1.6; see [9, 
Theorem 1.61. If J has exactly one element, the theorem is still true, but a 
different proof is required; see [lo, Theorem 1.11. 
2. INDECOMPOSABLE MODULES WITH FINITE SUPPORT 
The symbols Klls, Kl,,, KL, are explained in (8), (9) and (10) of the 
introduction. A module M with support J is constructed as in (7) with J also 
satisfying (5) and (6). 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let M and M’ be modules with support J constructed 
from L = { l,, . . . , I, } and L’ = { I;, . . . , 1:). Zf M is isomorphic to M’, then for 
any 8 in .J and any i in (2,. . . , r } the field K1,@ is contained in a finitely 
generated extension of K,,. 
Proof. Suppose (cp, +): M + M’ is an isomorphism, i.e., ‘p: M, + M;, 
# : M, + ML are bijective linear maps and ecp( U) = $( eu) for all v E M, and 
all e E K ‘. In particular, for the fixed basis (a, b) of K 2, we have 
aq(X-O)-k =$(a(X-O)-“), 
b~(X-8)-k=#(b(X-8)-k). (17) 
Let cp(X - 0)-‘( = pk. Since a acts like the identity map, we get from (16) 
that cp(X - 0)-k = p, = $(X - O)-k. Let w be the (r - 1)x1 matrix 
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Consider (I,, . . . , Z,)asalX(r-1)matrix.So(X-8)~k=(X-~)~k+L(X 
_ @)-k-iW _ L(X _ 0)-k-i w. Using (7) and the linearity of L we get, from 
this last equation, that p, = $((b - &z)(X - 6r)k-‘)- L(X - 6))k-1$(w) 
= (b - ea)(cp(x - e)-k-l)- L(X - e)-kpl+(w). so 
Pk=@-ea)pk+l- qx - e)-“-‘+(w). (18) 
From (7), (b - ea)pk+l=(L’(pk+l)w, (X - e)&+l). However, p, is a 
rational function. So the component of w on the right-hand side of (18) is 0. 
In what follows we have tacitly ignored the wcomponent of G(w). From 
(18) we get that 
Pk+,=(x-e)-‘pk+(x-e)-‘L(x-e)-k~l~(W) (19) 
From (19) we obtain the relation 
+(x-e) -k+lL(x - e) -“+qw)+ . . . 
Let O(f)@ be the order of the pole of f at 8. It follows from (20) and the 
linear independence of { pk: k = 1,2,. . . } that { O(p,), : k = 1,2,. . . } is un- 
bounded; see e.g. [7, Lemma 21. In particular, for some positive integer s, we 
have that O(p,),>max{O(#(~~))~:j=2,...,r}. If O(p,),=t, then it fol- 
lows from (19) that O(P~+~)~ = t + k, k = 1,2,... . Hence 
ps+khasanonzero(X-O)-‘-k-term. (21) 
We now extend the field KL, by adjoining to it all the elements of the 
following finite sets: 
(i) (Z;(X-B))k:j=2 ,..., r, k=l,..., t}; 
(ii) the coefficients of the terms in the partial-fraction expansions of (a) 
P,, (b) #(W)f’ where $(w)~ denotes the rational-function components of 
4(w), i.e. the components in Fs of #(~a), . . . , I+!( wr) [see (7)]; 
(iii) the values of Z;, j = 2,..., r at all the nonzero terms in the partial- 
fraction expansions of (a) p,, (b) $(w)~ 
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Taking partial fraction expansion of (20) and using (21) we see from the 
linearity of Zj that Z;(X - 0)-‘( is in the above finitely generated extension of 
KL, for k=1,2 ,.... So K,:@ is contained in a finitely generated extension of 
KLB. Reverse the roles of M and M’ to get the statement of the proposition. If 
0 = cc, replace 0( f)e by deg f, the degree of the polynomial f, and replace 
(X - 13)~ by Xk; see the proof of [lo, Proposition 2.91 for details. n 
The following lemma is proved in the second paragraph of the proof of 
Lemma 1.4: 
LEMMA 2.2. Let M be a module with finite support ]. If G is an 
infinite-dimensional rank-one submodule of M, then h:(e) = CC for some 8 in 
J and all rwnzero elements g in G,. n 
LEMMA 2.3. Let M be a module with finite support I. lf M = V, i V,, 
then any infinitedimensional rank-one submodule G of M is contained either 
in V, or in V,. 
Proof. Suppose 0 Z g = v + w, where 0 Z v E Via, 0 f w E V,,, and g E 
G,. By Lemma 2.2, h,G(e) = co for some 8 E J. Since h:(e) < h:(e), this 
implies that h:( 0) = h>( 0) = co. So V, contains a rank-one submodule V,, 
with V,, having a basis {(X - 0) kv:k=0,1,2 ,... }.Replacevbywtogeta 
similar submodule V, of V,. Since v and w have only finitely many poles, 
there are positive integers m, and m2 and suitable scalars 
P ,, . . . , &,,, pi,. . . , &,, such that 
yl= z pi(x-e)-iv, “” y,= C p;(x-e)-iw (22) 
i=l i=l 
have only 8 as a pole. Moreover, by (14) 
h:(e) = hZ(B)= co. 
So V,, and V,, contain respectively the sets {(X - 6) k yr : k = 0, 1,2,. . . } and 
((X - e)yky,, k = 0,1,2 ,... }. Each of these generates a K-subspace of 
K [( X - 0) ‘1, the ring obtained from K [ X] by substituting (X - 0) ’ for X, 
of finite codimension. Two such subspaces cannot have trivial intersection, 
Therefore, V,, n V,, # 0. This is a contradiction to M = V, i V,. So v or w 
must be zero. Say v f 0 and w = 0. Then g E V,,. So, by [9, Lemma 1.41, 
G c V,. n 
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The argument that led to (22) gives that if M is a module, with finite 
support 1, that has an infinite-dimensional rank-one submodule, then there is 
a nonzero element yi in M, that has only one pole 8. Moreover 8 E J and 
h:(0) = co. This implies, by (7), that Zi((X - O)-kyl) = 0, k = 1,2,... and 
i = 2,. . . , r. Let yi = cO + c,(X - 0)-l + . . . +cl(X - e)-f, cj scalars 
and c, # 0. Let 2,(X - e))k = qk,@. The fact that li(( X - O))kyl) = 0 leads 
to 
cO”i,k,O+ciai,k+i,O+ ‘.’ +cC,cYi,k+t,O=O, i=2 ,..., r, k=1,2 ,.... 
(23) 
Extend the prime subfield of K by adjoining { cO, ci,.. ., c,, (~~,i,~,. . . , (Y~,~+~,~} 
to it. The relation (23) and the fact that c, # 0 imply that (Y~,~,~ is in this 
finitely generated field extension of the prime subfield of K, for k = 1,2,. . . . 
In particular, K,,, is in a finitely generated field extension of Ki,, for all i in 
{2,3,..., r }. We have therefore proved 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let M be a module in &, with finite support J. Zf M 
has an infinitedimensional rank-one submodule, then KlgO is contained in a 
finitely generated field extension of Ki,, for some tl E J and all i = 2,3,. . . , T. 
Only one more lemma stands between us and the conversion of the last 
proposition to a necessary condition for a module with finite support to have 
a proper pure submodule. 
LEMMA 2.5. Zf an infinitedimensional module M is not purely simple, 
then it has an infinitedimensional proper pure s&module. 
Proof. If G is a nonzero finite-dimensional pure submodule of M, then it 
is a direct summand of M [2, Theorem 5.51. Its direct complement is an 
infinite-dimensional proper pure submodule of M. H 
THEOREM 2.6. Let M be a module in gT with finite support J. lf M is not 
purely simple, then for some 8 in ] and all i in { 2,. . . , r }, Kl,@ is contained in 
a finitely generated field extension of Ki,,. 
Proof. Let n = min{rank G : G is an infinite-dimensional pure submod- 
ule of M }. By Lemma 2.5, 1~ n. Since a pure submodule is torsion-closed [3, 
Lemma 2.1(g)], n < r by [9, Theorem 2.11. If n = 1, then the theorem follows 
from Proposition 2.4. So we may suppose that 1 < n < r. Let G be the 
infinite-dimensional pure submodule of M of rank n. Any proper infinite- 
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dimensional torsion-closed submodule of G would, by [ 11, Lemma 1.11 
contain a pure submodule of G, and hence of M, of rank < n. So by the 
choice of n, G has no such submodules. Therefore, G is an extension of a 
module H of type III”‘@ . . . @III”n- 1 by an infinite-dimensional torsion-free 
module G/H. Let k be a height function that gives G/H. We shall show that 
the support of k, supp(k), is finite, and if k(8) = cc then 0 E J. 
We recall how K2 acts on G,/H,: e(g, + H,) = eg, + H,, where eg, E 
G,. Let g = g + H, be a nonzero element of G,/H,. By (14) it is enough to 
show that h- = hg”t/& has the above property claimed for k. If h&0) # 0, 
then the equition 
(b-&z)v,=g 
has a solution C0 in G,/H,, i.e., (b - t?a)v, -g = g, for some g2 in H,, 
where v0 is a representative of the coset i&. So 
% = (g + ls2)fAX - Q (24) 
where (g + g 2)f is the rational function component of g + g 2 when it is given 
as in (7). 
The set { v0 : 0 E supp( k)} is linearly independent because the cosets of v0 
form part of a basis of G1/H,. This last statement follows from (1) and (14). 
Suppose h&8) # 0 for infinitely many 8. Then the fact that H, is finite- 
dimensional implies that for infinitely many 8, vg in (24) has a pole at 8. 
However, the basis of F, given in (1) rules that out because J is finite. 
Therefore, h&8) # 0 for only finitely many 8. Since G/H is infinite-dimen- 
sional, h&B) must be cc for some 8. This implies that for such a 8, F, has 
functions with poles at 0 of arbitrarily large order. Again from the basis of F, 
given in (1) we see that 8 E J. We have proved the following: Let H c G c M. 
If H is finite-dimensional and G/H is infinite-dimensional, rank-one, and 
torsion-free, then 
hyH(e)=OO for some t’E_i, O#~EG~/H,. (25) 
If k is a height function that gives G/H, then supp(k) is finite. If k(B) = 00 
then B E J. 
Since supp( k) < card K, H may be taken to be of type (n - l)III’, by [8, 
Lemma 1.71. This is precisely the setup in the proof of [6, Theorem 3.11. It 
was shown there that the conclusion of the theorem holds. All we need do is 
replace Xk there by (X - e)-k, i.e. replace 00 by 8. n 
For ease of reference we isolate the following, whose proof is contained in 
the proof of Theorem 2.6. 
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LEMMA 2.7. Suppose for sow e E J and some i in { 2,. . . , r }, K ,,, is not 
contained in any finitely generated extension of Ki,,. If H C G C M and G/H 
is torsion-free and rank-one, then h&e) -C 00, where 0 f g E G,/H,. 
AU the results in 2.2 to 2.7 inclusive are necessary to prove the existence 
of indecomposable modules in &r with finite support that are not purely 
simple. Proposition 2.1 will then give us lots of them. To that end, let K, be a 
denumerable subset of K with the property that 
for any infinite subset K,, of K,, the field K,(K1,) is not 
contained in any finitely generated extension of the field (26) 
K,(K1 \ K,,), where K, is the prime subfield of K. 
Let e,, e,,..., 0, be the elements in J. Let K,=U~=“,,Kil, (disjoint union), 
where Kil is infinite for i = 1,. . . , 
infinite for i = 1 
m. Let Kil=U;,zKilj, where Kilj is 
,..., m andfor j=2 ,..., r. Forafixed i in {1,2 ,..., m} and 
for a fixed j in {2,...,r}, let $:& + K il j be a one-one correspondence 
between Bgi= {(X-8i)-k:k=1,2,...} and Kilj. Set Zj(X-8i))k=y(X- 
r3i)-k. (B,= {Xk:k=0,1,2 ,... }.) Using {I, ,..., Z,}, we construct M as in 
(7). By (26) and Theorem 2.6, M is purely simple. Now, K, has ecardKl 
infinite subsets with each distinct pair of subsets having an infinite symmetric 
difference; see (21) in the proof of [9, Theorem 1.61. Use any such subset to 
construct a module in c?, with support J in the same way as K 1 was used 
above. Since (26) is satisfied, we get in this way 2’0 purely simple modules in 
c?~. We shall now use Proposition 2.1 to show that no two distinct such 
modules are isomorphic. Let K’, K” be two subsets of K, with an infinite 
symmetric difference. Denote by M’, M” the modules constructed from 
K’, K” as described above. Suppose K’ \ K” is infinite. If M’ is isomorphic to 
M”, then KP( K’) is contained in a finitely generated extension of KP( K”) by 
Proposition 2.1 using the notation of (26). Then KP( K’ \ K”) is contained in 
a finitely generated extension of KJK”) which is, in turn, contained in a 
finitely generated extension of K,,( K, \ (K’ \ K”)). With K,, = K’ \ K”, this 
contradicts (26). So we have proved 
THEOREM 2.8. Let J be a finite subset of K U {a} that has at least two 
elements, Then there are at least 2No isomorphism classes of purely simple 
modules in 8, with support J. 
REMARK 2.9. If .I is infinite, we do not know if Theorem 2.8 is still true. 
If J has only one element a different proof is needed; see [lo]. Since K is 
algebraically closed, it contains subsets K, with the property (26). For 
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example, if K = C (the complex numbers), then any denumerable subset of a 
transcendence basis of C over the rational numbers works; if K is the field of 
algebraic numbers, the set { fi : p a positive prime} works. 
Let f?i be a fixed element in 1. On BB,, let Zj = 0 for j = 2 ,... , r. On 
U:‘f=sBe, define I, ,..., 1, as explained after (26). Here card J > 2 is necessary. 
The module M constructed from { Z,, . . . , I, } contains the infinite-dimensional 
rank-one module G = (G,, G,)= tc,(O, { l}). [From (7) G, contains {(X - 
BJk:k=0,1,2 ,... }.] H ence by [ll, Lemma 1.11 M is not purely simple. 
We claim that M is indecomposable. 
Suppose 
M=V,-FV,. 
By Lemma 2.3, G C Vi or G c V,. Say G C Vi. Since hy(0,) = co, the 
argument in the proof of Lemma 2.3 shows that if w is a nonzero element of 
VZZ~ V, = (Vsi, V,), then @(B,) < co. The hypothesis of Lemma 2.7 is 
satisfied for 0 # r9i, by (26). With H = 0 and G = VC we get h:(B) -C 00 for all 
8 E J. It follows from (25) that every rank-one submodule of V, is finite- 
dimensional. We shall deduce from this that V, is itself finite-dimensional. 
Let {zi, ~a,..., z, } be a basis of V, with respect to generation. If V, is 
infinite-dimensional, then there is a subset S of { zi,.. . , z,} of smallest 
cardinality such that tcvz(O, S) is infinite-dimensional. Since every rank-one 
submodule of V, is finite-dimensional, 2 < s < t. Say S = { zi,. . . , zs}, possi- 
bly after renumbering. Then H = tcvJ0, { zi, . . . , z,_ 1 }) is finite-dimensional. 
Therefore Vi/H is a rank-one infinite-dimensional torsion-free module. By 
(25) h,(B)= co, for some 8 E J and W a nonzero element of V,,/H,. Since 
H is finite-dimensional, 8 = 8, will lead to a contradiction of Vi n V, = 0 in 
the same way as the contradiction at the end of the proof of Lemma 2.3. So 
8 + 8,. This and h,(8) = cc then contradict lemma 2.7. The only way out is 
that VC is finite-dimensional. 
We now turn our attention to Vi = (Vii, Vi,). Let { 1, zi,. . . , z, } be a basis 
of Vi with respect to generation. If S is any proper subset of { zi,. . . , zt }, 
then by [6, Lemma 4.11 
tc,,(o, S) ntc,,(o, {I>> = 0. (27) 
If H= tc,jO,{z,,..., 2,)) is finite-dimensional, then for 0 # W E Via/H, we 
have h,,(B) = cc for some 8 # 8,. This is because V, is infinite-dimensional 
and so Vi is left to account for poles of arbitrarily large order at 0 # 8,. Here 
card J> 2 is needed. But h,(8) = cc with 8 # 8i contradicts Lemma 2.7. So 
H is infinite-dimensional. Let S be a subset of { zi,. . . , z,} of smallest 
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cardinality such that tc”I(O, S) is infinitedimensional. A contradiction to 
Lemma 2.7 is obtained in the same way as for V,, with (27) replacing the 
reference there to Vi n V, = 0. Since we have shown that H can be neither 
finite-dimensional nor infinite-dimensional, we must conclude that M is 
indecomposable. With that done, we now get 2”o isomorphism classes of 
indecomposable but not purely simple modules in the same way as in 
Theorem 2.8. So we have proved 
THEOREM 2.10. Let J be a finite subset of K u { co } that has at least two 
elements. There are at least 2”o &morphism classes of indecomposable but 
not purely simple in &r with support I. 
If J has only one element, then a module M with support J is indecom- 
posable if and only if it is purely simple [7, Theorem 41. So Theorem 2.10 is 
evidently false if card J = 1. If card J is infinite, see [9, Theorem 2.5 and 
Corollary 3.31. 
In the following statements on rank-two modules the subscript in 1, is 
dispensed with. 
From [9, Theorem 3.41 we get that a module M in &a with finite support 
J is purely simple if and only if the power series Cp= r( l( X - 6) -k)X k is not 
rational for each B in J. In contrast, we have 
PROPOSITION 2.11. Let M be a module in &a with finite support J. Zf M 
has a direct summand of type III”’ for some positive integer m, then, for 
each 8 in J, the power series ETCI(l( X - tIek)Xk is rational. 
Proof. Let M = V, i V,, where V, is finite-dimensional of type III”‘. 
Since Vi is infinite-dimensional and has rank one, it follows from (25) that, for 
w a nonzero element in Via, we have h:(O) = cc for all 8 E J. This leads to 
(23) for each 8 E 1, which is another way of saying that the power series 
Cp=;=(Z(X - O)-k)Xk is rational. q 
If card J = 1, it follows from [ll, Theorem 1.81 and [9, Theorem 3.41, 
quoted before Proposition 2.11, that the converse of Proposition 2.11 is true. 
This is not the case if card J > 2, as the following example shows. 
EXAMPLE 2.12. Let B= {(X-8))k:0gJ, k=1,2,...}. Put Z(f)=1 
for all f E B. For each 0 E J, we see that 
F (z(x-8)-k)xk=&. 
k=l 
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However, we claim that M is indecomposable. For that we need card J > 2. 
For each 8 in J, M contains G, = tc,(O, { 1 - l/(X - a)}). From (7) and the 
definition of I, we get that (b - ea)[(X - e)-'( -(X - e)pkp'] = 0 for k = 
1,2,... * so 
The definition of 1 also rules out the solvability of the equation (b - qa)u = 1 
- l/(X - e), if TJ f 8. From this and (28) we get that GB1 has basis 
{(X-8)-k-(X-~)-“-1:k=1,2,...},and G,, hasbasis 
{(x-e)-k-(x-ee)-"?k=O,l,...}. (29) 
Suppose M = V, i V,. Then by Lemma 2.3, G, C V,, say. If V, is a proper 
submodule of M, then it is a torsionclosed submodule of M of rank 1. So by 
(25) of [9], G, = V,. If q # 8, then G, = V,. But, from (7), M, = (0, KU+)+ F2. 
By (29), w2 @ Gez + G,z. So M is indecomposable. 
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